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Why focus on the analytical
framework, and why do so in Norway?
• Norway is deeply affected by the EU – understanding what
drives the EU helps make sense of the effects on Norway
• What is the European Union? Why should we follow
European law? Why the Union grows and endures? How
are we to solve conflicts between EU and Norwegian law?
(VinMonopolet,Viking, Environmental law)
• Only a proper constitutional theory can make sense of the
nature of and broader implications of these controversial
issues; but here is as yet no convincing theory of European
constitutional integration
• Instead, what we find are many riddles and paradoxes

Three riddles/unresolved questions:
1) Genesis:
How did the present EU come about? Something initially established through three
international treaties claims constitutional status, has direct effect on national
constitutions, and is embedded in supranational institutions

2) Primacy:
How are national and Community norms related to each other? Answers vary from
the systemic vantage-point one takes, whether national or European

3) Stability:
Can a system that claims supremacy but lacks santioning means and that also depends
on the member states for implementation be stable?

The Theory of Constitutional Synthesis is based on three core ideas:
a) European constitutional law was made up of and serves as the common constitutional law of
the Member States, but with a distinct twist: the national constitutions were seconded to the role
of part of the constitutional collective of Europe.
They thus live a ’double constitutional life’: each continues as a national constitutional
arrangement, whilst is simultaneously also part of the collective European constitution
b) This process is undergirded by the development of a supranational institutional structure.
It has emerged through a complex interplay of emulation, adaptation and experimentation.
It is highly pluralistic and exhibits a strong centrifugal pull
c) The overarching system is pluralistic, in two distinct senses:
- there is an overarching Union law combined with a set of national constitutional legal orders
- there is no overarching hierarchical structuring of supranational and national institutions
The result is a highly fragile structure with strong built-in tensions and whose sheer pluralism is
highly susceptible to external shocks

Solving the riddles through synthesis
1) Genesis:The European legal order emerged through the transfer of the common
national constitutional norms to the Community legal order
This process was mandated by the national constitutions
This provides a (provisional) democratic licence to the Union which it must deliver on
in order to render the integration legitimate
2) Primacy: Under synthesis, there is no conflict because there are not two separate
systems: it is the collective of national constitutional norms that constitutes the deep
layer of European constitutional law
3) Stability:The key to stability resides in the foundational role that national
constitutional norms play in both the Community and the national legal orders
This system is frail and is prone to self-subversion:
Viking and Laval are examples of one such form of self-subversion: when the ECJ no
longer operates in line with but takes an independent stance in relation to national
constitutional norms

